Every odd number less than 262144 is the sum or difference of a power of two and a prime. An interesting example is 113921 =p -2l41. Using covering congruences, we exhibit a 26-digit odd number which is neither the sum nor difference of a power of two and a prime. The method is then modified to exhibit an arithmetic progression of numbers which are not the sum or difference of two prime powers.
In 1950, P. Erdös [1] used covering congruences to exhibit numbers not of the form 2" + p. Using similar methods, we study the sequences 2" + M and ±(2" -M) for a fixed integer M. In particular, we prove Theorem 1. 77iere exists an arithmetic progression of odd numbers which are neither the sum nor difference of a power of two and a prime.
Via the proof of Theorem 1 and primality testing programs of M. Wunderlich, we show Corollary.
47867742232066880047611079 is prime and neither the sum nor difference of a power of two and a prime. A modification of the proof of Theorem 1 yields Theorem 2. There exist odd numbers which are neither the sum nor difference of a power of two and a prime power. Curiously, numbers satisfying Theorem 1 appear relatively difficult to find. We have calculated (on an IBM 360) that if M < 218 and M is odd, then M is the sum or difference of a power of two and a prime. The M for which it is most difficult to verify this fact is 113921. Here 113921 + 2141 is prime (proved using Lucas sequences) and 141 is the smallest n such that 1113921 ± 2" | is prime.
Proof of Theorem 1 and its Corollary. Recall that a collection of congruences n = bj(hj) is called a covering if each integer satisfies at least one of the congruences.
We exhibit two coverings of the integers. For each congruence in either cover, we require M to satisfy a related congruence. Any M which satisfies these related congruences enjoys the following property: There is a list of 18 primes such that for any nonnegative integer n, M + 2" = 0(p¡) and M -2" = 0(p;) for some p-and some (241) «=18 (24) M = 2>,.) iff /. = bAjl-) M = 2°(3) « = 0(2) M = 2° (7) n = 0(3) M=217 (109) «=17 (36) M=235(37) « = 35(36) M=211 (19) «=11 (18) End Theorem 1 proof.
We remark that it is impossible to cover both M+2" and M -2" with primes less than 331. More precisely, for any M there is an n such that either M + 2" or M -2" has all its prime factors greater than 330. On the other hand, by using more primes we can dispense with 3; that is, we can find an M and a set of 42 primes so that 3M + 2" and 3M -2" are simultaneously covered. Proof of Theorem 2. We find additional conditions on M and additional primes (16 in all). First we will insure that all terms, M + 2", divisible by 33 are divisible by 37 or 109. Put M + 217 = 0(33) and thus 33 divides M + 2" when « = 17(18). To cover « = 17(36) we put M + 217 = 0(37) and to cover « = 35(36) we put M + 23S =0(109). interchanged.
